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Interesting feature of DFT

 Consider

 N-point DFT gives

 Consider h[n] of length              and its N-point DFT

 Note
 In other words

which mimics

3Linear convolution



Interesting feature of DFT

 Because DFT operation is linear (all DFT operations below are N-point DFT)
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Implementing LTI Systems Using 
the DFT
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LTI systems and DFT

 LTI systems characterized by impulse response and linear convolution

 DFT can be 
 efficiently implemented using FFT
 used to implement linear convolution with N-point DFT with
 Both x[n] and h[n] must be zero-padded to become length N sequences

 Input sequence x[n] can have very large number of samples
 Impractical to compute DFT when N too large or
 All the samples should be collected to computed N-point DFT
 Cause large delay
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Block convolution

 Solution for both problems

 The sequence x[n] to be filtered is segmented into sections of length L

 Each section can be convolved with finite-length impulse response

 Filtered section then can be combined in a proper way

 Linear filtering of each block implemented using DFT

 Overlap-add method vs. overlap-save method
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Overlap-add method

 Consider two sequences
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Overlap-add method

 Represent x[n] as a sum of shifted nonoverlapping finite-length segments 
of length L
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Redefining time origin



Overlap-add method

 After filtering

 Each filtered segment obtained with                         -point DFT

 Each filtered segment then time-shifted and added to obtain y[n] 
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Length L+P-1



Overlap-add method
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DFT (FFT) Applications
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DFT applications

 Short list from Wikipedia
 Spectral analysis
 Filter bank
 Data compression
 Partial differential equations
 Multiplication of large integers
 Convolution
 ...

 We will briefly discuss ‘spectral analysis’ and ‘digital subbanding’
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Digital subbanding

 Subbanding
 Transmit multiple signals simultaneously by placing them in different frequency 

bands
 Can be implemented either analog or digital
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DFT computation using DFT matrix

 Recall

 This can be reformulated using matrix-vector notations
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Preliminary: analog frequency division multiplexing
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X

X

+

antenna



Modulated signals representation
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At receiver
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X

X

antenna

Analog LPF

Analog LPF

Why???



Trigonometric identities





 All components except from   filtered out by analog LPF 
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Digital subbanding

 Suppose                              are sampled at/near Nyquist sampling rate 
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Both signals occupy entire digital frequency band
How to place the signals in different subbands???



Use upsampling
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LPFLPF

LPFHPF

+

DAC

Rate 2 times 
Nyquist rate



Upsampling followed by filtering
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Transmit signal
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Recovery
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LPFLPF

LPFHPF



3 signals sampled near Nyquist rate case

 will lie  in 
 will lie  in 
 will lie  in 
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LPF

LPF +

LPF



Focus on each subband

 Inefficient method with zero inserts

 Efficient polyphaser implementation
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LPF

k=signal index=subband index, k=0,1,2



Focus on each filter

 Consider

 Using linearity
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Does not depend on n scalar!

=



Final transmit signal

 We ultimately sum all 3 signals since they are in different frequency bands
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This can be computed using DFT!



Signal recovery

 Efficient implementation
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LPF

+



Focus on each filter



 Use linearity in a different way
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X

Scaling before sum



Reformulation
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Digital subbanding implementation using DFT
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L-point
Inverse 
DFT

… … Mux
De
mux …

L-point
Inverse 
DFT



Course at glance
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Structures for Discrete-Time 
Systems



System implementation

 Consider LTI system with rational function

 Impulse response

 Linear constant-coefficient difference equation (with initial rest)

 They are three equivalent representations
 How to implement this system? 
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System implementation

 Various ways to implement the same system

 Each way may have different
 Computational (usually multiplication) requirements  operation speed
 Delay requirements  number of memory
 Effects on precision  accuracy
 Etc…

 Need to understand general approaches 
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Block Diagram Representation



System implementation concept

 Hard to implement the system using impulse response

 Linear constant-coefficient difference equation

provides the basis for an algorithm for recursive computation of the 
output at any time n
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Infinite duration



Basic elements for implementation

 Consider

 It needs
 Adders
 Multipliers
 Unit delays
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Block diagram example

 Consider

 The system can be implemented as
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General higher-order difference equations

 Consider
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A cascade of two LTI systems
x[n]v[n], v[n]y[n]



System function decomposition

 System function

 Intermediate output

 Final output
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Rearrangement of block diagram

 Since convolution is commutative, the order of two LTI systems can be 
reversed while having the same output
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System function decomposition

 System function

 Intermediate output

 Final output
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Minimum delay implementation

 The minimum number of delay elements:
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Direct forms I and II

 Direct form I
 Direct realization of difference 

equation

 Direct form II (canonic form)
 With minimum number of delays
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Example

 Consider
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Direct form 1 Direct form II


